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Our stationary solutions:

FABO Stationary Crushing Plants

FABO, which sells crushing, screening and washing facilities to 7 continents, produces the most 
powerful crushers and sieves in the market. With its low maintenance costs, innovative designs 
and 17 years of experiece, it offers unique solutions to its customers.

Stationary crushing plants have advanced equipment that provides high efficiency for mines, 
quarries and construction projects. Our crusher plants with different capacities are ideal for 
solutions suitable for every project.

Stationary crushing plants can be used for aggregate production in various sizes, for crushing 
hard mines and ores. To maximize your profits and improve your business volume, like companies 
around the world, choose FABO crushing, screening and washing facilities.

Stationary Stone Crushing and Screening Plants
Vibrating Bunkers
Jaw Crushers
Primary Impact Crushers
Tertiary Crushers
Vertical Shaft Crushers
Cone Crushers
Vibrating Screens
Dewatering Screen
Spiral Washers
Bucket Washers
Wobbler Feeder



MODEL TK-130

ROTOR SIZE Ø 1200 x 1300 mm

MAX FEEDING 120 mm

CAPACITY 200 - 300 TPH

MOTOR POWER 250 - 315 kW

SPEED 1100 RPM

WEIGHT 13850 kg

Tertiary 
Impact 
Crushers

TK-130 Tertiary Impact Crusher

TK Series Tertiary crushers characteristically offers a solution for medium hardness materials and 
belongs the category of rotary impact crusher with it’s working principle. Generally, this type of 
crushers are used as the third crusher in entire system which are the best machines to meet  0-5mm 
sand requirement of the industry. Tertiary Impact crushers are also known as sand machine.

General Specifitions and Futures:

- High capacity and efficiency
- Impeccable grinding trough it’s high speed rotor
- Longer hammer life thanks to double direction rotor
- Wear surfaces are protected by solid-filler electrode welding
- Hammers and crushing plates are manufactured from high manganese and chromium steel castings
- Inner surfaces of the crusher is coated with wear resistant lining plates
- Easy maintenance thanks to hydraulic adjustment system



DIMENSION TK-130

A

B 2685 mm

C 2040 mm

D 2900 mm

1780 mmE

2150 mmF

1985 mm

Contact:

fabo@hidro-rad.hr +(385) 21 721 041
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